[The adaptive response to mitomycin C exposure in the hyper-radioresistant mutant Escherichia coli Gamr444].
Adaptive response to mitomycin C (MC) (lethal effect and recovery of molecular mass of DNA) in hyper-radioresistant mutant Escherichia coli Gamr444 have been investigated. This mutant is more resistant to MC than parent strain E. coli K12 AB1157. Adaptation of Gamr444 mutant to MC in nonlethal concentrations increases its resistance to MC in lethal concentrations with dose modification factor (DMF) 2.4 at the LD90 level. During the adaptation of this mutant to methyl-methane sulfonate (MMS) its resistance to this agent increases with DMF by 2.2 and resistance to MC with DMF by 1.5 times. During the adaptation of Gamr444 mutant to MC its resistance to MMS increases with DMF by 1.5 times. Adaptive response to MC abolishes by chloroamphenicol treatment during the adaptation. Adaptive response to nitrogen mustard (HN2) in E. coli Gamr444 is absent (HN2 induces cross-links in DNA as MC). Degradation of DNA following the formation of cross-links in DNA takes place. Adaptation to MC in Gamr444 mutant leads to restoration of DNA molecular mass which is more quicker than in the case without adaptation. Adaptive restoration of DNA molecular mass after the MC treatment is absent in E. coli K12 AB1157. The repair of cross-links in DNA after the treatment of HN2 in Gamr444 mutant takes place with equal rate both in the case of adaptation to HN2 and in the case without adaptation. It is proposed, that under the treatment of MC in E. coli Gamr444 the ada-alkA-dependent adaptive response takes place. This adaptive response is connected with alkylation of O6-guanine and elimination of the product by O6-alkyl-DNA-alkyltransferase. Partial recA-dependency of the adaptive response to MC allows to suggest the participation of another inducible system. The nature of this system is unknown.